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*Annotations have been excerpted and/or adapted from descriptions provided by the publishers. 
 
 
 
025.54 S345 
Schlosser, Maureen; Granatini, Rebecca 
Lessons inspired by picture books for primary grades  
Chicago, IL : ALA Editions, 2019. 
Subjects: Education—Standards. Elementary school libraries—Activity programs. Picture books 
for children—Educational aspects. 
Summary: Drawing on compelling picture books that can be used directly to support the new 
AASL National School Library Standards for Learners, this ready-to-go toolkit of lessons, 
worksheets, anchor charts, assessments, and rubrics is specifically designed for school librarians 
and other educators. An invaluable timesaver, this resource provides 21 lessons that cover the six 
Shared Foundations, each following a formatted template that's easy to follow and incorporates 
the four Domains (Think, Create, Share, Grow): 1) a picture book synopsis for each lesson, 
followed by that lesson's objective, essential question, materials, and duration; 2) worksheets, 
anchor charts, and exit slips tailored for each picture book; 3) "Quick Tips" that offer helpful 
ideas and suggestions to consider during the lesson; and 4) an appendix that includes assessments 
and rubrics. With this resource in hand, learners and educators alike will think, create, share, and 
grow as they work together to meet the new AASL Standards. 
 
027.663 T136 
Takahashi, Deborah K. 
Serving teens with mental illness in the library : a practical guide 
Santa Barbara, CA : Libraries Unlimited, 2019. 
Subjects: Libraries and teenagers. Libraries and the mentally ill. 
Summary: This book provides readers with practical guidelines for building collections, 
programs, and services that support teens experiencing mental health challenges and explains 
how to create a supportive, welcoming environment in the library. In addition, it shows how to 
forge partnerships with other community agencies in this endeavor, how to advocate for mentally 
ill teens, and how to teach them to advocate for themselves. Lastly, it discusses how to evaluate 
these programs and services, and how to take care of your own needs while serving others. 
 
155.413 T193 
Tarshis, Nancy; Hendrix, Ryan  
We thinkers. Volume 1 [kit]  
Santa Clara, CA : Social Thinking Publishing, 2016. 
Subjects: Behavioral assessment of children. Child development. Social interaction in children. 
Social skills in children. Socialization. 
Summary: This series was created to introduce early learners to basic social thinking concepts to 
help them learn to think about others, notice social clues in their environment, and learn skills to 
be part of a group. The Social Explorers set provides detailed teaching instructions complete 
with playful structured activities to give students practice in learning/using concepts. This 
resource is targeted to all children ages 4-7 and especially designed for high-functioning young 
children with autism spectrum disorders, ADHD and other social learning/social communication 
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challenges. Contents: Titles: Social explorers curriculum — Thinking thoughts and feeling 
feelings — The group plan — Thinking with your eyes — Body in the group — Whole body 
listening. 
 
155.413 T193 
Tarshis, Nancy; Hendrix, Ryan 
We thinkers. Volume 2 [kit] 
Santa Clara, CA : Social Thinking Publishing, 2016. 
Subjects: Behavioral assessment of children. Child development. Social interaction in children. 
Social skills in children. Socialization. 
Summary:  This series was created to introduce early learners to basic social thinking concepts 
to help them learn to think about others, notice social clues in their environment, and learn skills 
to be part of a group. The GPS: Group collaboration, play and problem solving book provides a 
checklist for observers to evaluate each child's current interactive abilities to relate to their peers. 
This book includes differentiated interactive activities to foster deeper social learning based on 
the child's social learning needs. The program is targeted to children ages 4-7 and especially 
designed to foster social learning for those with high-functioning autism spectrum disorders, 
ADHD, and other social learning/social emotional/social communication challenges.  
Contents: Titles: GPS : group collaboration, play, problem solving — Social problem solvers 
curriculum — Hidden rules and expected and unexpected behaviors — Smart guess — Flexible 
and stuck thinking — Size of the problem — Sharing an imagination. 
 
158.3 D296 
Decolonizing "multicultural" counseling through social justice  
New York, NY : Springer, 2016. 
Subjects: Cross-cultural counseling. Decolonization—Social aspects. 
Summary: In this book, the authors analyze the ways well-meaning clinicians might marginalize 
clients and contribute to structural inequities despite multicultural or cross-cultural training, and 
offer new frameworks and skills to replace the essentializing and stereotyping practices that are 
widespread in the field. By addressing the power imbalances embedded in key areas of 
multicultural theory and practice, contributors present innovative methods for revising research 
paradigms, professional education, and hands-on practice to reflect a commitment to equity and 
social justice. Together, the chapters in this book model transformative practice in the clinic, 
schools, the community, and the discipline. 
 
174.2 A646 
Appel, Jacob M. 
Who says you're dead? : medical and ethical dilemmas for the curious and concerned 
Chapel Hill, NC : Algonquin Books of Chapel Hill, 2019. 
Subjects: Medical ethics. Medical innovations—Moral and ethical aspects. 
Summary: In short, engaging scenarios, the author takes on hot-button issues that many of us will 
confront: genetic screening, sexuality, privacy, doctor-patient confidentiality. He unpacks each 
hypothetical with a brief reflection drawing from science, philosophy, and history, explaining 
how others have approached these controversies in real-world cases. This book is designed to 
defy easy answers and to stimulate thought and debate among professionals and armchair 
ethicists alike. 
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262.0011 S189 
Sammons, Eric 
Ecumenism and interreligious dialogue 
Downers Grove, IL : Midwest Theological Forum, 2013. 
Subjects: Catholic Church—Doctrines—Textbooks. Christian union—Textbooks. Christianity 
and other religions—Textbooks. Church history—Textbooks. Church—Unity—Textbooks. 
Ecumenical movement—Textbooks. Religions—Textbooks. 
Summary: This resource presents the guiding principles of ecumenism and discusses how 
interreligious dialogue can lead to a greater understanding of other faiths and an acceptance of 
the commonalities that exist in the search for the truth. Each chapter includes supplementary 
reading, study questions and practical exercises.  
Notes: Catholic Studies 9 (2016). Catholic Studies 10 (2016). Catholic Studies 20 (2016). 
Catholic Studies 30 (2016). 
 
262.0011 S189 
Ecumenism and interreligious dialogue. Teacher's manual 
Downers Grove, IL : Midwest Theological Forum, 2013. 
Subjects: Catholic Church—Doctrines—Textbooks. Christian union—Textbooks. Christianity 
and other religions—Textbooks. Church history—Textbooks. Church—Unity—Textbooks. 
Ecumenical movement—Textbooks. Religions—Textbooks. Teaching—Aids and devices. 
Summary: Each chapter in the teacher's manual includes: lesson objectives, key ideas, focus 
questions, guided exercises and alternative assessment ideas. A CD-ROM of chapter exams, 
quizzes and vocabulary reviews is also included with the resource. 
Notes: Catholic Studies 9 (2016). Catholic Studies 10 (2016). Catholic Studies 20 (2016). 
Catholic Studies 30 (2016). 
 
294.536 L954 
Lukidis, Lydia 
Holi 
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2020. 
Subjects: Holī (Hindu festival)—Canada—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book explains the history of Holi and how it is celebrated in Canada. 
 
297.362 L954 
Lukidis, Lydia 
Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr 
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2020. 
Subjects: ʻĪd al-Fiṭr—Canada—Juvenile literature. Ramadan—Canada—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book discusses the history of Ramadan and Eid al-Fitr and how they are 
celebrated in Canada. 
 
302.2242071 F848 
Frazin, Shana; Wischow, Katy 
Unlocking the power of classroom talk : teaching kids to talk with clarity and purpose 
Portsmouth, NH : Heinemann, 2020. 
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Subjects: Oral communication—Study and teaching. 
Summary: The authors of this book believe in the need to help students develop strong talking 
skills across the school day, in every subject, to prepare them for their academic lives and lives 
as active citizens outside of school. Using a unique cycle for talking that's similar to the writing 
process (generating, choosing, developing, acting, and reflecting), they name the predictable 
things we do most times we engage in a conversation, and show us how we can teach those parts. 
 
302.343 H883 
Hudak, Heather C. 
Anti-bullying days 
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2020. 
Subjects: Anniversaries—Juvenile literature. Bullying—Canada—Prevention—Juvenile 
literature. Bullying—Prevention—Juvenile literature.  
Summary: This book discusses the history of Anti-Bullying Day and how it is celebrated across 
Canada. 
 
305.4209 C319 
Carroll, Georgie; Duguid, Beverley 
The feminism book 
New York, NY : DK Publishing, 2019. 
Subjects: Feminism—History. Feminism. 
Summary: This book combines authoritative text with graphics and quotes from leading 
contributors in an introduction to more than eighty-five of the most important ideas, movements, 
and events that have defined feminism and feminist thought throughout history. This book traces 
feminism and the feminist movement from its origins, through the suffragette movement of the 
19th century, to recent developments such as the Everyday Sexism Project and the #MeToo 
movement. Entries explore and explain each idea, placing them in their social and cultural 
context. Packed with inspirational quotations, profiles of key individuals and turning points, and 
flowcharts and infographics explaining the most significant concepts clearly and simply, this 
book is perfect for anyone with an interest in female empowerment. 
 
305.8 W182 
Walker, Maureen 
When getting along is not enough : reconstructing race in our lives and relationships 
New York, NY : Teachers College Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Intercultural communication. Race relations. Racism. Stereotypes (Social psychology). 
Summary: Using anecdotes from her psychology practice, the author provides a way for 
educators and social service professionals to enter into cross-racial discussions about race and 
racial relations. She identifies skills that are essential for repairing the damage wrought by 
racism and provides exercises to stimulate group conversations in staff development, classrooms, 
and workplace training. 
 
306.76 A342 
Albright-Jenkins, Melissa 
LGBTQ at work : your personal and working life 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
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Subjects: Gay community. Homophobia. Lesbian community. Sex role in the work environment. 
Sexual minorities. 
Summary: Living as an LGBTQ individual can be complicated, especially at work. You have 
rights, but you are not always protected when it comes to the workplace. While same-sex couples 
can get married in all states, there are no federal laws that protect LGBTQ individuals from 
discrimination in the workplace. Fewer than half of the states have laws that protect LGBTQ 
workers, and several have laws that specifically prohibit this type of protection. Coming out at 
work is a personal choice but one that can have serious consequences in the wrong environment. 
Laws will continue to improve for LGBTQ individuals over time, but in the meantime, it's 
important to keep standing up for who you are, no matter what. 
 
306.76 Q8 
Quist, Jeremy 
Body and mind : LGBTQ health issues 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Gay community. Lesbian community. Sexual minorities—Health and hygiene. Sexual 
minorities—Mental health. 
Summary: Feeling good inside and out should be everyone's goal. But lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, and questioning (LGBTQ) people often have a tough time as they grapple with 
issues such as shame, rejection, and low self-esteem. This book discusses the unique pressures 
that lead too many LGBTQ youth to alcohol, drug, and tobacco abuse, as well as to eating 
disorders, unsafe sex, and unwanted pregnancy. Learn how to cope with feelings of alienation 
and depression, confusion about gender identity and sexual orientation and how to integrate your 
sexual and gender identity with your larger self. Liking yourself for who you are is the key to 
getting and staying mentally and physically healthy. And having the support of family, friends, 
or trusted mentors can make all the difference for LGBTQ young people who are learning to 
respect themselves and each other and to lead healthy, happy, and productive lives. 
 
306.76 Q8 
Quist, Jeremy 
LGBTQ without borders : international life 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Gay community. Homophobia. Lesbian community. Sexual minorities. 
Summary: This book shows you the great global diversity within the LGBTQ community. The 
culture of each society shapes how it interacts with LGBTQ people and how sexual and gender 
minorities see themselves. Inside, you'll find a breakdown of each region of the world—Latin 
America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Oceania—and how each region's history 
and culture shape its LGBTQ communities. You'll find out the state of LGBTQ rights in each 
region and where things are headed. In addition, you'll learn about issues that affect LGBTQ 
people across borders and the organizations that are working to solve those issues. 
 
306.76 Q8 
Quist, Jeremy 
You are not alone : finding your LGBTQ community 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
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Subjects: Gay community. Lesbian community. Sexual minorities—Services for. 
Summary: For LGBTQ youth, finding a community of supportive and affirming friends and 
allies can make all the difference as they find their way in the world. But finding that community 
can be challenging. This book will point the way toward discovering like-minded people who 
share your interests. No matter your sexuality, gender identity, race, religion, or personal 
interests, there is a place for you in the LGBTQ community and a support network of people who 
understand how you feel. This book will help you find that community while still in school. If 
you're not able or ready right now, see the community that is there waiting for you when you are 
ready. 
 
306.76 V831 
Vision, Willi 
Love makes a family : friends, family, and significant others 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Gay community. Lesbian community. Sexual minorities—Family relationships. Sexual 
minorities. 
Summary: This book explores the wonderful possibilities for LGBTQ relationships that include 
friendships between people of all kinds, dating for sex, seeking a romantic relationship, falling in 
love, getting married, and having kids. It includes practical tips for LGBTQ teens to help them 
navigate the world of potential relationships, build self-esteem, and deal with dysfunctional 
relationships. Embracing the diversity of LGBTQ teens, this book offers recommendations about 
how to find one's own unique expression. The investigation of all kinds of relationships and 
lifepaths includes being single, monogamous (dedicating yourself to only one partner), as well as 
being in open relationships, polyamorous relationships, and more. Sexual and nonsexual 
relationships are discussed along with romance and marriage. Explore real-life examples of 
happy singles, LGBTQ couples, and LGBTQ families with children. Like all close families, 
these families derive their strength from the love they share. 
 
306.7608 K17 
Kaplan, Rebecca; Kaplan, Avery 
Double challenge : being LGBTQ and a minority 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Intersectionality (Sociology). Minorities. Sexual minorities. 
Summary: This book provides advice for LGBTQ people of color on unique challenges they may 
face when coming out to their families and responding to homophobia in their respective 
communities The overarching message of the book is that there is a place for everyone to be 
queer and be themselves—whether they are Asian, Black, Hispanic, white, disabled, or any other 
identity. 
 
306.766 L129 
Lacaze, Katherine 
When you're ready : coming out 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Coming out (Sexual orientation). Gay teenagers. Lesbian teenagers. Sexual minorities. 
Summary: This book explains why the process is such a significant aspect of living life as an 
LGBTQ person and how to make the experience positive and right for you. 
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306.766 R838 
Rosswood, Eric; Archambeau, Kathleen 
We make it better : the LGBTQ community and their positive contributions to society 
Coral Gables, FL : Mango Publishing, 2019. 
Subjects: Identity (Psychology). Sexual minorities—Biography. 
Summary: A top American gay activist shares inspirational stories of queer icons in a series of 
revealing close-ups, first-person accounts, and intimate snapshots of LGBTQ pioneers and 
heroes. 
 
306.768 A628 
Anthony, Joyce A. 
Gender fulfilled : being transgender 
Philadelphia, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Gender nonconformity. Transgender people.  
Summary: Starting on your transgender journey can be scary, and you may feel that you are 
alone, but you are not—far from it. From the first moments of questioning to realizing the 
incredible human being you were meant to be, this book will help guide you. You will learn how 
to trust yourself to make your own decisions. You will learn how to approach the important 
people in your life and what to do if things do not go as easily as you would wish. You will find 
resources for getting support and information on the transitioning process. And most importantly, 
you will learn how to free that unique individual trapped inside you to find the happiness you 
deserve. 
 
306.768 W177 
Walker, Anita R. 
Beyond male and female : the gender identity spectrum 
Philadelphia, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Gender identity. 
Summary: Gender identity helps define who each of us is, but it's also complicated—especially 
for those who do not identify as male or female, but as something more fluid. This book 
carefully explains terminology, the reality of living beyond traditional genders, and the real-life 
experiences of genderqueer people. Finding one's true self and living that truth openly are not 
always easy. But with the right tools, the path becomes easier. Understanding traditional male 
and female stereotypes helps genderqueer students and their allies to advocate and educate 
people about gender identities that are neither male nor female but infinitely more complex and 
beautiful. There's nothing new about people with gender fluid identities—history is full of 
examples. Today, however, people with non-binary genders are increasingly able to live openly 
and honestly as their true selves. This book points the way. 
 
306.85 A427 
Allen, Katherine R.; Henderson, Angela C. 
Family theories : foundations and applications 
West Sussex, UK : Wiley Blackwell, 2017. 
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Subjects: Families. Marriage. 
Summary: This book presents a comprehensive and accessible approach to the most current 
perspectives in the field of family theory. 
 
330 E19 
The economics book : big ideas simply explained 
New York, NY :  DK Publishing, 2018. 
Subjects: Economic history. Economics. Economists. 
Summary: This book reveals the many ideas and schools of economics that have emerged since 
trading first began in ancient times. 
 
330 M645 
Mills, Alfred 
Economics 101 : from consumer behavior to competitive markets—everything you need to 
know about economics 
Avon, MA : Adams Media, 2016. 
Subjects: Economics. 
Summary: Too often, textbooks turn the noteworthy details of economics into tedious discourse 
that would put even Joseph Stiglitz to sleep. This book removes the dry explanations, and instead 
provides a hands-on lesson that keeps you engaged as you explore how societies allocate their 
resources for maximum benefit. From quantitative easing to marginal utility, this primer is 
packed with hundreds of entertaining tidbits and concepts that you won't be able to get anywhere 
else. 
 
330 R172 
Ramge, Thomas; Schwochow, Jan 
The global economy as you've never seen it : 99 ingenious infographics that put it all 
together 
New York, NY : The Experiment, 2018. 
Subjects: Commerce. Consumption (Economics). Economic forecasting. Economics—Charts, 
diagrams, etc.—Design. Economics. Visual communication. 
Summary: See the global economy as you never have before in this illustrated, full-colour, tour 
of all its key components, deconstructed piece by piece in 101 illuminating infographics. This 
book is translated from German into English. 
 
330.9 M488 
Medema, Steven G. 
The economics book : from xenophon to cryptocurrency, 250 milestones in the history of 
economics 
New York,NY : Sterling, 2019.  
Subjects: Economic history. Economics—History. 
Summary: From the philosophical dialogues of Ancient Greece and the moral contemplations of 
Medieval Europe to deregulation and cryptocurrency, this book presents 250 milestones in the 
science of the production, sale, and purchase of goods and services. These concise, engaging, 
informative essays examine the full gamut of subjects, revealing both the entertaining stories and 
the world-changing developments in the field. They shed thoughtful light on the field’s 
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significant subdisciplines, including: mercantilism, the Enlightenment, communism, 
econometrics, Keynesianism, macroeconomics, game theory, cliometrics, market design theory, 
and the Keynesian Resurgence that emerged in the wake of the Great Recession. This vibrant, 
colorfully illustrated collection will captivate you with a bird’s-eye view of the development of 
the world’s markets, what has shaped and affected them, and what drives them today. 
 
342.710872 T784 OVERSIZE 
Treaty poster set [kit] 
Winnipeg, MB: Native Reflections, 2014. 
Subjects: Indians of North America—Treaties—Posters. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. 
Summary: Set includes: Treaty 4 — Treaty 5 — Treaty 6 — Treaty 8 — Treaty 10. 
 
344.0798 S451 
Seeing race again : countering colorblindness across the disciplines 
Oakland, CA : University of California Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Multicultural education. Post-racialism. Race discrimination. Racism in higher 
education. 
Summary: This book challenges scholars and students to see race again. Examining the racial 
histories and colorblindness in fields as diverse as social psychology, the law, musicology, 
literary studies, sociology, and gender studies, this book documents the profoundly contradictory 
role of the academy in constructing, naturalizing, and reproducing racial hierarchy. It shows how 
colorblindness compromises the capacity of disciplines to respond effectively to the wide set of 
contemporary political, economic, and social crises marking public life today. 
 
344.7107 P467 
Perspectives on Canadian educational law and policy 
Burlington, ON : Word & Deed Publishing Incorporated, 2018. 
Subjects: Education and state—Canada. Education law and legislation—Canada. 
Summary: This book presents a range of perspectives on educational law and policy and is 
divided into three sections addressing topics related to K-12 education, fundamental freedoms 
and Charter rights, and contemporary legal issues surrounding higher education. It focuses 
mainly on Canadian case law and jurisprudence, but also draws on American examples. Written 
in a non-legalistic style, this book is a valuable resource that could be used as a primary or 
supplementary course text for a senior undergraduate course, teacher education course, or 
graduate-level education law course. 
 
361.613 S819 
Stein, Janice Gross 
The cult of efficiency. Revised edition 
Toronto, ON: House of Anansi Press, 2001. 
Subjects: Educational accountability. Government productivity. Political obligation. Political 
participation. Public health administration. Responsibility. 
Summary: We live in an age dominated by the cult of efficiency. Efficiency in the raging debate 
about public goods is often used as a code word to advance political agendas. When it is used 
correctly, efficiency is important. It must always be part of the conversation when resources are 
scarce and citizens and governments have important choices to make among competing 
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priorities. Even when the language of efficiency is used carefully, that language alone is not 
enough. Unilingualism will not do. We need to go beyond the cult of efficiency to talk about 
accountability. Much of the democratic debate of the next decade will turn on how accountability 
becomes part of our public conversation and whether it is imposed or negotiated.  
 
362.2909 M315 
Marchant, Erica 
Understanding drug use and addiction 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Drug abuse—Juvenile literature. Opioids—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book discusses frankly and honestly what the disease of addiction does to a drug 
abuser's body and mind, using real scenarios to show teens how to avoid drugs. Opioids are 
psychoactive drugs derived from the opium poppy, such as heroin or morphine, or synthetic 
versions that mimic their effects, such as fentanyl or oxycodone. 
 
362.8292 P822 
Poole, H. W. 
Abuse among family and friends 
Philadelphia, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Family violence. Interpersonal relations. Sex crimes. 
Summary: The sexual exploitation of children is one of our most disturbing social problems. It's 
far more common than most people realize: more children are coping with sexual abuse than 
with asthma. This book provides clear and supportive information on what sexual abuse is, how 
to get help, and how to help a friend who has experienced it. 
 
362.84 D296 
Gray, Mel (Ed.) 
Decolonizing social work 
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2013. 
Subjects: Social work with indigenous peoples. 
Summary: In this volume, Indigenous and non-Indigenous social work scholars examine local 
cultures, beliefs, values, and practices as central to decolonization. Supported by a growing 
interest in spirituality and ecological awareness in international social work, they interrogate 
trends, issues, and debates in Indigenous social work theory, practice methods, and education 
models including a section on Indigenous research approaches. The diversity of perspectives, 
decolonizing methodologies, and the shared struggle to provide effective professional social 
work interventions is reflected in the international nature of the subject matter and in the mix of 
contributors who write from their contexts in different countries and cultures, including 
Australia, Canada, Cuba, Japan, Jordan, Mexico, New Zealand, South Africa, and the USA. 
 
362.88 P822 
Poole, H. W. 
Preventing sexual assault and harassment 
Philadelphia, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Sex crimes—Prevention. Sexual harassment—Prevention. 
Summary: What began as a hashtag has become a revolution. In 2017 the Me Too movement 
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dominated the headlines, impacting not only workplaces but also campuses and classrooms. This 
book takes a close look at the issues of sexual violence and harassment and provides information 
on what you can do to make yourself, your friends, and your community safer. Sexual violence 
and harassment are alarmingly widespread problems that we, as a society, have only just begun 
to confront. From the legal framework for fighting harassment to bystander intervention tips, and 
from safe-dating strategies to understanding sexual abuse, this series help readers navigate a 
complex world of shifting standards and expectations. 
 
364.153 P822 
Poole, Hilary W. 
Dealing with dating and romance 
Philadelphia, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Harassment. Sex crimes. 
Summary: This book will introduce you to key concepts like consent, provide advice about how 
to date safely, share information about what a healthy relationship is and how to build one, and 
offer counsel about getting out of violent or toxic relationships. 
 
370.114 T595 
Tipi teachings 
Muskoday, SK : Muskoday First Nation Community School, 2009. 
Subjects: Ethics—Study and teaching. Indigenous peoples in Canada. Values—Study and 
teaching. Virtues—Study and teaching. 
Summary: This book is a character education resource to teach values to students from 
kindergarten to grade 12. 
 
370.115 R483 
Ribble, Mike; Park, Marty 
Digital citizenship handbook for school leaders : fostering positive interactions online 
Portland, OR : International Society for Technology in Education, 2019. 
Subjects: Citizenship—Study and teaching. Digital media—Study and teaching. Information 
society. Media literacy—Study and teaching. Political participation—Technological 
innovations. 
Summary: This book provides a five-year-plan for developing a digital citizenship program in 
your school; covers such topics as digital ethics and levelled approaches to digital citizenship; 
walks through the digital citizenship responsibilities and opportunities inherent in various roles; 
and offers strategies for spreading digital citizenship internationally. 
 
370.1523 M175 
McTighe, Jay; Silver, Harvey F. 
Teaching for deeper learning : tools to engage students in meaning making 
Alexandria, VA : ASCD, 2020. 
Subjects: Concept learning. Critical thinking—Study and teaching. Motivation in education. 
Summary: Contending that the ability to "earn" understanding will equip students to thrive in 
school, at work, and in life, the authors highlight seven higher-order thinking skills that facilitate 
students' acquisition of information for greater retention, retrieval, and transfer. These skills, 
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which cut across content areas and grade levels and are deeply embedded in current academic 
standards, separate high achievers from their lower-performing peers. 
 
370.1534 H694 
Hoerr, Thomas R. 
Taking social-emotional learning schoolwide : the formative five success skills for students 
and staff 
Alexandria, VA : ASCD, 2020. 
Subjects: Affective education. Emotional intelligence. School environment—Social aspects. 
Social learning. 
Summary: Growing numbers of people recognize that social-emotional learning (SEL) is central 
to a well-rounded education and to success in life outside and beyond the school building. What's 
missing is the know-how and framework for weaving SEL into the fabric of the school. 
 
370.154 M169 
McNeece, Alexander 
Loving what they learn : research-based strategies to increase student engagement 
Bloomington, IN : Solution Tree Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Academic achievement. Motivation in education. Teacher-student relationships. 
Summary: Deep learning is possible for all students, regardless of subject, grade, or previous 
experience. In this book, the author explains how high engagement nurtures the needs (for 
competence, autonomy, and content relevance) that students have, provides tools to measure how 
well those needs are being met in the classroom, and reveals science-based strategies that fill the 
gap. 
 
370.711 B972 
Burstow, Bob 
Effective teacher development : theory and practice in professional learning 
London, UK : Bloomsbury Academic, 2018. 
Subjects: Professional learning communities. Teachers—In-service training. 
Summary: The responsibility for facilitating effective continuing professional development 
(CPD) is based firmly in schools. Frequently, decisions are based on gut feeling, advertisements 
received or prior experiences. This book encourages readers to move beyond this and to enhance 
their strategic decision making in order to develop effective CPD programmes within their 
school, partner schools, federations or school chains. The theory behind CPD is explored, 
drawing on research and evidence from recent practice, including a 10-year international 
longitudinal study of the effectiveness of professional development to teachers. Readers are 
supported to develop their understanding of the whole life cycle of a CPD programme, from 
setting up a new programme to evaluating the effectiveness of existing provision. Chapter 
summaries and navigational tools support readers looking for guidance on particular issues and 
questions encourage readers to reflect on the impact of suggestions in their own particular 
context. 
 
370.72 E27 
Efron, Sara Efrat; Ravid, Ruth 
Action research in education : a practical guide. Second edition 
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New York, NY : Guilford Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Action research in education. 
Summary: Acclaimed as a text and professional development tool, this user-friendly resource has 
now been revised and updated, and offers expanded coverage of collaborative action research 
(CAR) and participatory action research (PAR). Preservice and inservice educators get crucial 
step-by-step guidance for conducting classroom- and school-based studies to improve their 
instructional practices. Organized to mirror the full cycle of action research, this book provides 
balanced coverage of qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods approaches. Vivid vignettes 
and examples illustrate research approaches for a range of teaching and learning situations, 
school subjects, and age groups (PreK-12). Readers learn how research approaches are driven by 
the research question, as well as how to: develop data collection strategies; design and/or 
evaluate assessment tools; interpret, analyze, report, and implement study results; and design a 
new cycle of research that builds on the previous one. 
 
370.971 B181 
Baldwin, Douglas O.  
Teachers, students, and pedagogy : selected readings and documents in the history of 
Canadian education 
Markham, ON : Fitzhenry & Whiteside, 2008. 
Subjects: Education—Canada—History. Education—Canada. 
Summary: This new collection is an ideal sourcebook for courses in the history of education, 
social history courses, and for the general reader interested in the history of education in Canada. 
It focuses on the social contexts of education, the curriculum as an instrument of social, 
economic and political policy, the role and status of teachers, and above all, what actually went 
on in schools and classrooms.  
 
371.1024 M381 
Martin, Jessica 
Strategic classroom design : creating an environment for flexible learning 
Portsmouth, NH : Heinemann, 2020. 
Subjects: Classroom environment. Open learning. 
Summary: This book is about creating structure and environment to address classroom 
management issues. Most importantly, it highlights the necessity of co-designing with students-
not just for students. Jessica spent a lot of time in real classrooms (especially West Coast 
settings) to collect ideas and capture a multitude of design options that will offer flexible, 
inclusive learning. 
 
371.1024 P538 
Phelan, Thomas W.; Schonour, Sarah Jane 
1-2-3 magic for teachers [DVD] : effective classroom discipline pre-K through grade 8 
Glyn Ellyn, IL : ParentMagic Inc., 2010. 
Subjects : Classroom management. Education, Elementary. Instructional films. Nonfiction films. 
School discipline. 
Summary : Offering advice for teachers eager to develop better discipline in the classroom, this 
DVD guide provides practical methods for eliminating disruptive behavior, encouraging 
productive work habits, and communicating with parents. 
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371.141240971 R745 
Harber, Mary (Ed.)  
The role of an education assistant : supporting inclusion 
Toronto, ON: Canadian Scholars, 2019. 
Subjects: Inclusive education—Canada. Teachers' assistants—Canada. 
Summary: This book offers guidance and insight to students who are learning about the growing 
and complex role of education assistants. It includes how to support academic, social, inclusive, 
and independent learning environments in schools and collaborate with parents and teachers in 
the planning and evaluation of student progress. Divided into four sections, this text addresses 
education assistant professional standards, mental health and wellness, culture and diversity, and 
the challenge of supporting all students in the classroom. 
 
371.2 K49 
Kim, Anthony; Mascarenaz, Keara 
The new team habits : a guide to the new school rules 
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2020. 
Subjects: Educational leadership. School management and organization. 
Summary: Written for leaders who want to improve their teams, this guide is a follow-up to the 
best-seller, The NEW School Rules, a framework for transitioning to a more responsive, 
innovative organization. This book goes further, providing battle-tested practices the authors 
have used with hundreds of leadership teams to build better habits for team learning, meetings, 
and projects. 
 
371.207 M156 
McKenzie, Kathryn Bell; Gunn, J. Martyn 
Community equity audits : communities and schools working together to eliminate the 
opportunity gap 
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2020. 
Subjects: Community development, Urban—Evaluation. Community health services—
Evaluation. Community resources—Evaluation. Educational equalization—Evaluation. 
Families—Health and hygiene—Evaluation. School improvement programs. Urban youth—
Social conditions. 
Summary: Although out-of-school factors that limit student success may seem like obstacles too 
big to address, this guidebook provides the necessary direction to bridge the opportunity gap and 
close the achievement gap. Step-by-step instructions on how to conduct a community equity 
audit, along with detailed case studies, activities, and discussion questions give readers the power 
to assess opportunity gaps and eliminate them. 
 
371.207 N251 
Nash, John B. 
Design thinking in schools : a leaders' guide to collaborating for improvement 
Cambridge, MA : Harvard Education Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational change. Educational leadership. Instructional systems—Design. School 
improvement programs. Student-centered learning. 
Summary: Based on a decade of work teaching school leaders nationally and internationally, this 
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book shows how leaders can adopt a design thinking mindset to uncover problems and harness 
the ideas and energy of students and other stakeholders to create unique, effective solutions 
within a single semester or school year. 
 
371.26 H548 
Heritage, Margaret; Harrison, Christine 
The power of assessment for learning; twenty years of research and practice in UK and US 
classrooms 
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2020. 
Subjects: Educational evaluation. Educational tests and measurements. Effective teaching. 
Summary: Packed with key AfL (assessment for learning) ideas and supports, vignettes that 
illustrate AfL in action, and practice-based evidence to enrich understanding of AfL from both 
the teacher’s and the student’s perspectives, this book is a ‘sounding board’ for educators to 
explore and reflect on their own AfL practices and beliefs. 
 
371.3 C734 
Communicating student learning : resource and professional learning tool. Updated edition 
Place of publication: Yukon Schools, 2019. 
Subjects: Curriculum planning. Education—Curricula—Yukon. 
Summary: This resource outlines Yukon's expectations and guidelines for communicating 
student learning, which all schools follow as of August 2019.The purpose of this resource is to 
provide teachers with updated guidelines on assessment, evaluation, and reporting. It includes 
the principles and expectations for quality student-centered assessment in Yukon schools, and 
identifies promising practices, strategies and tools for clear, meaningful and consistent 
communication of student learning. The principles and expectations for quality classroom 
assessment and communication of student learning are presented using the Know, Do and 
Understand model of learning that is part of BC’s and Yukon’s curriculum. 
 
371.3 H646 
Hill, Kristy 
Teaching elementary students real-life inquiry skills  
Santa Barbara, CA: Libraries Unlimited, 2019. 
Subjects: Information literacy—Study and teaching (Elementary). Inquiry-based learning. 
Lesson planning. Makerspaces in libraries. Research—Methodology—Study and teaching 
(Elementary). School librarian participation in curriculum planning. Writing centers. 
Summary: Empower students to find and evaluate information with this practical guide to 
supporting classroom writing and research instruction. You'll learn ways to teach students to 
evaluate information for accuracy and to collect information from credible sources such as 
library journals. Additionally, you'll learn how to incorporate writing into your makerspace, 
encourage curiosity through the inquiry process, and help students to find their voice. Along the 
way, you'll discover how to support various writing genres including technical writing and the 
research project and how to teach prewriting for digital media such as websites, blogs, and social 
media.  
 
371.33 S745 
Spencer, John 
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Vintage innovation : leveraging retro tools and classic ideas to design deeper learning 
experiences 
Salem, OR: Blend Education, 2020. 
Subjects: Educational change. Educational innovations. Educational technology. 
Summary: This book redefines innovation not as "new and flashy" but as "better and different." It 
isn't a rejection of new approaches or cutting-edge technology so much as an embrace of the old 
and the new. It's the overlap of the "tried and true" and the "never tried." It's a mash-up of low-fi 
tech and new tech. It's the idea of finding relevance by looking back and looking forward. It's a 
focus on timeless skills in new contexts. It's the idea that innovation happens when teachers take 
a both/and approach as they empower their students in the present to prepare them for an 
uncertain future. The author provides teachers, coaches, and administrators with a roadmap that 
will inspire innovation in the classroom. 
 
371.36 P615 
Pieratt, Jennifer 
Keep it real with PBL, elementary : a practical guide for planning project-based learning 
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2020. 
Subjects: Education, Elementary. Project method in teaching. 
Summary: This practical guide will help you design and construct project-based learning (PBL) 
experiences that facilitate deeper learning and develop 21st century skills for your students. 
 
371.394 W219 
Walpole, Sharon; McKenna, Michael C. 
Differentiated literacy instruction in grades 4 and 5 : strategies and resources 
New York, NY: Guilford Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Individualized instruction. Reading (Elementary). 
Summary: The expert authors show how to teach and assess students in differentiated small 
groups, explaining how instruction works in a tiered response-to-intervention model. Included 
are extensive reproducible lesson plans and other tools for building students’ skills in word 
recognition, fluency, vocabulary, comprehension, and writing. The convenient large-size format 
facilitates photocopying; purchasers also get access to a Web page where they can download and 
print the reproducible materials. 
 
371.8211 P655 
Pinkett, Matt; Roberts, Mark 
Boys don't try? : rethinking masculinity in schools 
Abingdon, Oxon, UK : Routledge, 2019. 
Subjects: Boys—Education. Educational sociology. Masculinity. Sex differences in education. 
Sexism in education. 
Summary: This book examines the research around key topics such as anxiety and achievement, 
behaviour and bullying, schoolwork and self-esteem. It encourages the reader to reflect on how 
they define masculinity and consider what we want for boys in our schools. Offering practical 
quick wins, as well as long-term strategies to help boys become happier and achieve greater 
academic success, this book: offers ways to avoid problematic behaviour by boys and tips to help 
teachers address poor behaviour when it happens; highlights key areas of pastoral care that need 
to be recognised by schools; exposes how popular approaches to 'engaging' boys are actually 
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misguided and damaging; details how issues like disadvantage, relationships, violence, peer 
pressure and pornography affect boys' perceptions of masculinity and how teachers can challenge 
these. With an easy-to-navigate three-part structure for each chapter, setting out the stories, key 
research and practical solutions, this is essential reading for all classroom teachers and school 
leaders who are keen to ensure male students enjoy the same success as girls. 
 
371.82996073 M877 
Morris, Monique W. 
Sing a rhythm, dance a blues : education for the liberation of Black and Brown girls 
New York, NY: The New Press, 2019. 
Subjects: African American girls—Education. African American girls—Social conditions. 
Discrimination in education. 
Summary: This book reimagines what education might look like if schools placed the thriving of 
Black and Brown girls at their center. The author brings together research and real life in this 
chorus of interviews, case studies, and the testimonies of remarkable people who work 
successfully with girls of color. The result is a manifesto—a guide to moving away from 
punishment, trauma, and discrimination toward safety, justice, and genuine community in our 
schools. 
 
371.9 F219 
Farah, Yara N.; Nixon, Lindsay M. 
Assessment of gifted and high-ability learners : documenting student achievement in gifted 
education 
Waco, TX : Prufrock Press Inc., 2019. 
Subjects: Educational tests and measurements. Gifted children—Education. 
Summary: This book equips readers with the knowledge and skills to evaluate and document 
student progress using a cyclical systematic process. It highlights and explains the importance of 
curriculum-based assessments, connects classroom content with the assessment process, includes 
sample assessments for use with gifted and high-ability students, illustrates the best methods for 
evaluating gifted students based on standards in each content area, and describes how students' 
progress can be improved through formative and pre- and post-assessments. 
 
371.9 S255 
Sauer, Janet Story; Rossetti, Zachary 
Affirming disability : strengths-based portraits of culturally diverse families 
New York, NY: Teachers College Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Children with disabilities—Education. Immigrant children—Education. Inclusive 
education—Social aspects. Special education—Social aspects. 
Summary: Providing both a theoretical framework and practical strategies, this resource will help 
teachers, counselors, and related service providers develop understanding and empathy to 
improve outcomes for culturally and linguistically diverse students with disabilities. 
 
371.93 L265 
Lane, Kathleen Lynne; Menzies, Holly Mariah 
Developing a schoolwide framework to prevent and manage learning and behavior 
problems 
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New York, NY: Guilford Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Behavior disorders in children—Prevention. Problem children—Behavior 
modification. Problem children—Education. School improvement programs. 
Summary: Rather than presenting a packaged program, this book provides resources and 
strategies for designing and tailoring Ci3T to the needs and priorities of a particular school or 
district community. Ci3T is unique in integrating behavioral, academic, and social–emotional 
components into a single research-based framework. User-friendly features include tools for 
collecting and using student and schoolwide data; guidance for selecting effective interventions 
at each tier; detailed case examples; and tips for enhancing collaboration between general and 
special educators, other school personnel, and parents. 
 
371.94 F533 
Fisher, Douglas; Frey, Nancy 
Teaching hope and resilience for students experiencing trauma : creating safe and 
nurturing classrooms for learning 
New York, NY: Teachers College Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Affective education. Mentally ill children—Education. Psychic trauma in children. 
School environment—Psychological aspects. Teachers—Training of. 
Summary: Huge numbers of our students are caught in storms of trauma―whether stemming 
from abuse, homelessness, poverty, discrimination, violent neighborhoods, or fears of school 
shootings or family deportations. This practical book focuses on actions that teachers can take to 
facilitate learning for these students. Identifying positive, connected teacher–student 
relationships as foundational, the authors offer direction for creating an emotionally safe 
classroom environment in which students find a refuge from trauma and a space in which to 
process events. 
 
372.21 B477 
Bentley, Dana Frantz; Souto-Manning, Mariana 
Pre-K stories : playing with authorship and integrating curriculum in early childhood 
New York, NY: Teachers College Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Early childhood education—Curricula. Language arts (Early childhood). 
Summary: Explore how one classroom community played with and collaboratively engaged in 
authorship. The authors illustrate how curriculum can be authentically and meaningfully 
integrated. They also offer a unique perspective on the development of language and literacy 
practices by framing children's play narratives as the foundation from which rich curricula can 
grow. 
 
372.21 C554 
Christakis, Erika 
The importance of being little 
New York, NY: Penguin Books, 2016. 
Subjects: Education, Preschool—Parent participation. Parenting. Preschool children. 
Summary: To a four-year-old watching bulldozers or chasing butterflies in a field, the world is 
awash with promise. Children come hardwired to learn in virtually any setting and about 
anything. Yet in today's preschools and kindergartens, learning has been reduced to scripted 
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lessons and suspect metrics that undervalue children's intelligence while overtaxing their 
growing brains. 
 
372.21 C953 
Crowther, Ingrid 
Creating effective learning environments. Fourth edition 
Toronto, ON: Nelson Education, 2016. 
Subjects: Classroom environment. Curriculum planning. Early childhood education. Education, 
Preschool. Play. 
Summary: Taking curriculum development to another level, this book fills the gap between 
theory and practice. It helps readers see the curriculum from a child's perspective and understand 
how that perspective is linked to learning and theory. 
 
372.21 D153 
Daly, Lisa; Beloglovsky, Miriam 
Loose parts 4 : inspiring 21st-century learning 
St. Paul, MN : Redleaf Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Creative activities and seat work. Early childhood education—Activity programs. 
Summary: In the newest installment in this series, the authors focus on family engagement and 
competency building. They explain the value of loose parts, detail how to integrate loose parts 
into the environment and children's play, and specifically focus on loose parts for children in 
family environments, helping educators engage families and extend learning beyond the 
classroom. 
 
372.21 G876 
Gronlund, Gaye; Engle, Bev 
Focused portfolios : a complete assessment for young children. Second edition 
St. Paul, MN: Redleaf Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Child development—Handbooks, manuals, etc. Early childhood education—
Handbooks, manuals, etc. Portfolios in education—Handbooks, manuals, etc. 
Summary: This second edition offers an innovative method to document children's growth and 
development accurately by observing them in the midst of their everyday activities. This easy-to-
use system has recently been updated to reflect current best practices in observation and 
assessment using portfolios, include information on apps and other digital tools to create 
portfolios, and incorporate individual state standards to develop portfolios that reflect the child's 
performance. 
 
372.21 G884 
Helm, Judy Harris (Ed.) 
Growing child intellect : the manifesto for engaged learning in the early years 
New York, NY: Teachers College Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Activity programs in education. Cognition in children. Early childhood education—
Activity programs. Project method in teaching. 
Summary: This book began as a deep discussion among administrators, teachers, researchers, 
teacher educators, and educational consultants concerned about the critical reduction of play, 
engaged learning opportunities, and intellectually stimulating experiences in classrooms for 
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toddlers through the primary grades. This group made a pact to organize and stand up for 
engaged learning by creating a comprehensive, research-based defense that they call The 
Manifesto. In this book, this panel of experts pulls together the research, stories, and lessons 
learned from using the Project Approach in a variety of settings. 
 
372.4 H773 
Honig, Bill; Diamond, Linda 
Teaching reading sourcebook. Third edition 
Oakland, CA: Arena Press, 2018. 
Subjects: Reading (Elementary). 
Summary: This book helps current and future educators bridge the gap between evidence-based 
reading research and actionable instruction strategies. Organized according to the guiding 
questions behind explicit instruction (what? why? when? and how?), this third edition includes 
both a research-informed knowledge base and practical sample lesson models to use in the 
classroom. Teachers will learn about five key elements of an effective reading program—
phonemic awareness, decoding, vocabulary development, fluency, and comprehension—and 
they'll get teaching tips and intervention strategies to help them put principles into practice. 
 
372.4 M883 
Morrow, Lesley Mandel 
Literacy development in the early years : helping children read and write. Ninth edition 
Hoboken, NJ: Pearson Education, 2020.  
Subjects: Language arts (Early childhood). Literacy. Reading (Early childhood). 
Summary: Reorganized with shorter, easier-to-read chapters, this ninth edition contains added 
strategies for developing literacy in writing workshops, reading workshops, independent and 
partner reading, organizational methods, and comprehension development. Additional 
assessments allow teachers to carry out a more complete case study of a child’s abilities and 
needs. 
 
372.4 W219 
Walpole, Sharon; McKenna, Michael C. 
How to plan differentiated reading instruction : resources for grades K-3. Second edition 
New York, NY : Guilford Press, 2017. 
Subjects: Individualized instruction. Reading (Primary). 
Summary: Tens of thousands of K-3 teachers have relied on this book (now revised and 
expanded with more than 50% new material) to plan and deliver effective literacy instruction 
tailored to each student's needs. The authors provide a detailed framework for implementing 
differentiated small-group instruction over multiweek cycles. Each component of the beginning 
reading program is addressed: phonological awareness, word recognition, fluency, vocabulary, 
and comprehension. In a large-size format with lay-flat binding for easy photocopying, this book 
includes dozens of reproducible lesson plans, instructional activities, assessment forms, and other 
tools. Purchasers get access to a Web page where they can download and print the reproducible 
materials. 
 
372.4 W436 
Weitzman, Elaine; Greenberg, Janice 
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ABC and beyond : building emergent literacy in early childhood settings 
Toronto, ON : Hanen Centre, 2010. 
Subjects: Early childhood education. Language arts (Early childhood). Literacy. Reading (Early 
childhood). 
Summary: Written specifically for educators of 3 to 5 year olds, this guidebook offers practical, 
immediately usable strategies that fit naturally into everyday conversations and activities. The 
guidebook's clear examples, colour photos and helpful checklists guide educators in promoting 
the following six building blocks of literacy: oral language, vocabulary, story comprehension, 
language of learning, print knowledge, and phonological awareness. 
 
372.43 R287 
Kilpatrick, David A. (Ed.) 
Reading development and difficulties : bridging the gap between research and practice 
Cham, Switzerland, Springer, 2019. 
Subjects: Reading disability. Reading. 
Summary: This book provides an overview of current research on the development of reading 
skills as well as practices to assist educational professionals with assessment, prevention, and 
intervention for students with reading difficulties. It reviews the Componential Model of 
Reading (CMR) and provides assessment techniques, instructional recommendations, and 
application models. It pinpoints specific cognitive, psychological, and environmental deficits 
contributing to low reading skills, so educators can accurately identify student problems and 
design and implement appropriate interventions. 
 
372.44 H633 
Hiebert, Elfrieda H. 
Teaching words and how they work : small changes for big vocabulary results 
New York, NY: Teachers College Press. 2020. 
Subjects: Language arts. Vocabulary—Study and teaching. 
Summary: Research has shown vocabulary knowledge to be the best support for student 
comprehension of narrative and information texts. This text from an award-winning authority on 
teaching vocabulary and texts gives teachers new ways to think about and teach vocabulary by 
making small changes to their practices. It can be used with any reading program or materials. 
These adjustments will enhance practices with which teachers are already familiar, like using 
reading walls, and having conversations with student about words. They will greatly expand 
students' vocabulary and their ability to figure out on their own the meanings of new words that 
they encounter. This rich text provides the rationale and research for how to select and teach 
word families in new ways, and ends each chapter with practical classroom examples that show 
how teachers have implemented these changes to vocabulary instruction that will help student for 
the rest of their reading lives. It's like teaching students to fish instead of giving them a fish, 
giving them clusters of words, and new ways to see, understand, and add new words on their 
own. 
 
372.452 A427 
Allen, Janet; Daley, Patrick  
Riveting read-alouds for middle school : 35 selections to spark deep thinking, meaningful 
discussion, and powerful writing 
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New York, NY: Scholastic, 2017. 
Subjects: Oral reading. Reading (Middle school). 
Summary: Why read aloud to students in middle school? Reading aloud exposes them to a wide 
variety of text types and genres, builds background knowledge, models effective reading 
behaviors, and more. The selections in this book have been carefully chosen to appeal to diverse 
students and boost their reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills. Each selection comes 
with a teaching page that includes discussion and writing prompts and more. Grades 5 & up. 
 
372.48 S781 
Stahl, Katherine A. Dougherty; Flanigan, Kevin 
Assessment for reading instruction 
New York, NY : Guilford Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Reading—Ability testing. Reading. 
Summary: This book provides a comprehensive conceptual framework and hands-on practical 
tools for reading assessment. The authors present a clear roadmap for evaluating K-8 students' 
strengths and weaknesses in each of the basic competencies that good readers need to master. 
Teachers learn how to select, administer, and interpret a wide range of formal and informal 
assessments, and how to use the results to improve instruction. In a large-size format for easy 
photocopying, the book includes 30 reproducible assessment tools. 
 
372.6 E45 
Ellery, Valerie; Oczkus, Lori 
Literacy strong all year long : powerful lessons for grades K-2. Second edition 
Alexandria, VA: ASCD, 2020. 
Subjects: Language arts (Primary). Literacy—Study and teaching (Primary). Reading (Primary). 
Summary: These 40 ready-to-use lessons are complete with teasers, strategies, and reproducibles 
to help students in grades K-2 build comprehension, fluency, word work skills, and vocabulary. 
 
372.623 C155 
Calkins, Lucy 
Teaching writing 
Portsmouth, NH : Heinemann, 2020. 
Subjects: Creative writing (Elementary education). English language—Composition and 
exercises—Study and teaching. 
Summary: This is a book for readers who want an introduction to the writing workshop, and for 
those who've lived and breathed this work for decades. Although the author addresses the 
familiar topics (the writing process, conferring, kinds of writing, and writing assessment), she 
helps us see those topics with new eyes. She clears away distractions to show us the minute 
details, showing us the majesty and meaning, too, in these simple yet powerful teaching acts. 
 
372.86 W336 
Watkinson, Jane 
Let's play! : promoting active playgrounds 
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2010. 
Subjects: Child development. Play—Social aspects. Playgrounds—Social aspects. Playgrounds. 
Social interaction in children. Social skills in children. 
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Summary: This book offers simple tips for teaching playground skills and games and includes a 
quick and easy assessment protocol that uses kids' own reports of their activity. 
 
372.87 H838 
Houlahan, Mícheál; Tacka, Philip 
Kodály today : a cognitive approach to elementary music education. Second edition 
Oxford, UK : Oxford University Press, 2015. 
Subjects: Cognitive learning. Kodály, Zoltán,—1882-1967. School music—Instruction and 
study. 
Summary: In this new edition, the authors offer an expertly-researched, thorough, and — most 
importantly — practical approach to transforming curriculum goals into tangible, achievable 
musical objectives and effective lesson plans. Their model, grounded in the latest research in 
music perception and cognition, outlines the concrete practices behind constructing effective 
teaching portfolios, selecting engaging music repertoire for the classroom, and teaching 
musicianship skills successfully to elementary students of all degrees of proficiency. 
 
372.87044 B893 
Brumfield, Susan 
First, we sing!. Kodály-inspired teaching for the music classroom : teaching guide 
Milwaukee, WI : Hal Leonard, 2014. 
Subjects: Kodály, Zoltán,—1882-1967. School music—Instruction and study. Singing—
Methods. 
 
379.26 A257 
Affolter, Tara L. 
Through the fog : towards inclusive anti-racist teaching 
Charlotte, NC : Information Age Publishing, Inc., 2019. 
Subjects: Discrimination in education. Educational equalization. Minorities—Education. Racism 
in education. Teachers—Attitudes. 
Summary: Drawing from over 20 years of teaching experience in the U.S., ranging from pre-
kindergarten to post-graduate, the author illustrates personal, practical, and theoretical ways for 
teachers to grapple with the complexities of race and racism within their own schools and 
communities to develop as inclusive anti-racist teachers. The work aims to take into account the 
deeply human dimensions of inclusive anti- racist teaching, while drawing attention to the threat 
of burnout, inviting closer inspection of curricula development, and exploring tangible ways to 
sustain this important work for teaching. This book offers all pre-teachers and in-service teachers 
some perspectives and reflections on engaging anti-racist inclusive practice. The author asks 
each of us to consider our own positioning and interrogate the stories we tell ourselves about "the 
other." This book seeks to call on white teachers in particular to examine their own biases 
carefully and the ways they may replicate white supremacist ideology within pedagogy and 
curricula. 
 
394.261 L954 
Lukidis, Lydia 
Chinese New Year 
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2020. 
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Subjects: Chinese New Year—Canada—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book explores the history of Chinese New Year and how it is celebrated across 
Canada. 
 
394.263 R797 
Rose, Simon 
Canada Day 
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2020. 
Subjects: Canada Day—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book discusses the history of Canada Day and how it is celebrated across 
Canada. 
 
394.26460971 R797 
Rose, Simon 
Halloween 
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2020. 
Subjects: Halloween—Canada—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book discusses the history of Halloween and how it is celebrated in Canada. 
 
394.26630971 R797 
Rose, Simon 
Christmas 
Collingwood, ON : Beech Street Books, 2020. 
Subjects: Christmas—Canada—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: This book explores the history of Christmas and how it is celebrated in Canada. 
 
507.12 A689 
Argentar, Daniel M.; Gillies, Katherince A. N. 
Reading and writing strategies for the secondary science classroom in a PLC at work 
Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press, 2020. 
Subjects: Composition (Language arts)—Study and teaching (Middle school). Composition 
(Language arts)—Study and teaching (Secondary). Interdisciplinary approach in education. 
Reading (Middle school). Reading (Secondary). Science—Study and teaching (Middle school). 
Science—Study and teaching (Secondary). 
Summary: Equip your students with the literacy support they need to think like scientists. Written 
by a team of experienced educators, this book provides practical literacy-based strategies 
designed for science teachers of grades 6-12. It can be read cover-to-cover or used as a quick 
reference for specific strategies. Learn how to connect science content with literacy skill 
development, differentiated instruction, designing meaningful assessments, effective feedback, 
and more. 
 
548 P446 
Perish, Patrick 
Crystals 
Minneapolis, MN : Bellwether Media, 2020. 
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Subjects: Crystallography—Juvenile literature. Crystals—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Snowflakes float gently through the air. Aged cheeses add the perfect flavor to an 
afternoon snack. Gas stoves boil water for pasta. Each of these everyday objects contains 
crystals. They are in nature, in food, and in many of the appliances and electronics we use every 
day. This book explores the ins and outs of crystals, from how they are structured and how they 
form to how we use them. Special features such as a crystal profile, an activity, and several 
formation diagrams help readers understand the complex world of crystals. 
 
552.1 F888 
Fretland VanVoorst, Jenny 
Igneous rocks 
Minneapolis, MN : Bellwether Media, 2020. 
Subjects: Geochemical cycles—Juvenile literature. Igneous rocks—Juvenile literature. 
Petrology—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: For most of us, igneous rocks are no more than a stone’s throw away. These 
underrated rocks make up more than half of Earth’s crust. Beyond that, they have many uses in 
building, medicine, and other industries. This book dives deep into the properties, types, 
formation, and uses of igneous rocks. 
 
552.4 F888 
Fretland VanVoorst, Jenny 
Metamorphic rocks  
Minneapolis, MN : Bellwether Media, 2020. 
Subjects: Geochemical cycles—Juvenile literature. Metamorphic rocks—Juvenile literature. 
Petrology—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Metamorphic rocks form deep below Earth’s surface. Over thousands of years, they 
make their way to the surface. Then they are collected for use as building materials, sharpened 
into tools, and even used as fertilizer.  Interesting text and vivid photos engage readers in this 
fascinating book about metamorphic rocks. Additional special features, such as a rock profile, 
formation diagrams, and a rock cycle chart, will help underscore the key features of these useful 
rocks for confident students who are reading to learn. 
 
552.5 F888 
Fretland VanVoorst, Jenny 
Sedimentary rocks 
Minneapolis, MN : Bellwether Media, 2020. 
Subjects: Geology—Juvenile literature. Sedimentary rocks—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Sedimentary rocks are the only type of rocks that contain fossils, but that’s not the 
only reason sedimentary rocks are important. Scientists study the rocks to learn about Earth’s 
history, while other people collect the rocks for use in construction, farming, and even art. This 
book introduces readers to these useful rocks, including information about how to identify them, 
how they form, and how people use them. Special features, including a profile, an activity, and 
formation diagrams, help to highlight the key features of sedimentary rocks. 
 
553.8 P446 
Perish, Patrick 
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Gemstones 
Minneapolis, MN : Bellwether Media, 2020. 
Subjects: Gems—Juvenile literature. Precious stones—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Gemstones are more than just pretty rocks. These stones serve a purpose far beyond 
jewelry or decoration. In this book, beautiful photos and interesting text combine to create a 
fascinating glimpse into the world of gemstones. Many special features turn this into a valuable 
introduction to the subject, including a gemstone profile, comparison features, a formation 
diagram, and an activity.  
 
560 P446 
Perish, Patrick 
Fossils 
Minneapolis, MN : Bellwether Media, 2020. 
Subjects: Fossils—Juvenile literature. Paleontology—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: It’s time for a fossil hunt. Digging through a layer of sedimentary rock, scientists 
uncover many relics of prehistoric Earth. Tiny trilobites prove that a vast desert was once an 
ocean. Huge dinosaur fossils show where dinosaurs once roamed. With this book, readers will 
learn about the types of fossils, how they form, and why scientists study them today. This book 
includes engaging special features such as a fossil profile, a fossil comparison chart, formation 
diagrams, and more. 
 
577 I61 
Interactions in the environment [DVD] 
Victoria, BC : 291 Film Company, 2019. 
Subjects: Ecology—Juvenile films. Educational films. Environmental sciences—Juvenile films. 
Organisms—Juvenile films. 
Summary: In this short new film, students will observe existing ecosystems and investigate 
factors that may affect balances within the system. Students will learn that ecosystems consist of 
communities of plants and animals that are dependent on each other as well as on the nonliving 
parts of the environment.  
 
577 S531 
Aquatic haunts [DVD] 
Lanark, ON : Pinegrove Productions, 2019. 
Subjects: American eel—Ontario. Endangered species. Fowler's toad—Ontario. Indigenous 
peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. 
Summary: While Charlie is upgrading the antiquated technology at OIW headquarters, Tabitha 
and Jack are sent on a mission to learn about aquatic and semi-aquatic species at risk. Jack heads 
to Rondeau Park where he sets up a night-time stakeout, survivorman style, for the nocturnal 
Fowler’s toad that inhabits beaches and marshes in the park. He bumps into a herpetologist who 
explains why the toads are at risk and invites Jack to check out a breeding program for Fowler’s 
toads. Tabitha meanwhile meets with a Mohawk biologist who introduces her to the long and 
perilous journeys made by American eel in their fight for survival. He also shows her some of 
the ingenious ways in which people are helping eels. 
 
577 S531  
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Disappearing grasslands [DVD] 
Lanark, ON : Pinegrove Productions, 2019. 
Subjects: American badger—Ontario. Endangered species. Grassland conservation. Grasslands—
Ontario. Loggerhead shrike—Ontario. Nonfiction television programs. 
Summary: Tabitha and Jack’s assignment is to investigate two endangered grassland species: the 
Loggerhead shrike and the American badger. Tabitha chooses the badger. Her investigations take 
her to a farm where she meets with a badger expert and the landowner whose family has been 
sharing their farm with badgers for many generations. Determined to get some footage for Jack’s 
film, she spends the night camped beside the badger den. Meanwhile Jack is not too enthusiastic 
about investigating what he thinks is going to be a boring little songbird. It turns out he is totally 
wrong. Loggerhead shrike, as he discovers, have some pretty gruesome habits. 
 
577 S531 
Into the boreal [DVD]  
Lanark, ON : Pinegrove Productions, 2019. 
Subjects: Endangered species. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television programs. 
Taiga ecology—Ontario. Wolverine—Ontario. 
Summary: On assignment to find out about species at risk in the boreal forest, Jack and Tabitha 
board the Polar Bear Express and head north to Moosonee. Jack has read about a wolverine 
sighting in the area and has made plans to meet a research scientist to learn more about this 
elusive northern predator. He thinks the wolverine will be the perfect star for his horror movie, 
but is not sure that he will live to tell the tale. Tabitha meanwhile ventures into the pristine 
wilderness around the Northern French River to talk with Cree researchers about their Lake 
sturgeon recovery program. Inspired, and wanting to know more, she travels south to Lake St. 
Clair, where she’s been invited to get more hands-on with this fascinating prehistoric fish. 
 
577 S531 
Shared urban spaces [DVD] 
Lanark, ON : Pinegrove Productions, 2019. 
Subjects: Endangered species—Ontario. Nonfiction television programs. Urban ecology 
(Sociology) 
Summary: In this final episode, our investigators are assigned to look to their own habitat to find 
species at risk. Their adventure takes them to a bat cave where they meet with an urban planner 
who explains what she does to ensure that urban spaces leave room for the needs of wild species. 
Also determined to do their best to help wild species, the team comes up with a brilliant plan. 
 
577 S531  
Shrinking forests [DVD] 
Lanark, ON : Pinegrove Productions, 2019. 
Subjects: Endangered species. Forest conservation—Ontario. Forest ecology—Ontario. 
Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Lizards—Ontario. Nonfiction television programs. 
Summary: When Jack learns that their next assignment involves a mysterious green dragon in a 
secret location, he’s out the door with Tabitha close behind. After an hour of hiking and no sign 
of dragons, the two run into a field researcher who informs them that they are nearly standing on 
it. Disappointed that it’s only a plant, Jack heads off to investigate a lizard. Meanwhile Tabitha, 
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fascinated by plants, discovers from a First Nations elder why everything was so secretive on this 
mission. Back at home, Tabitha applies her new insights to her backyard project. 
 
577 S531 
Vanishing wetlands [DVD] 
Lanark, ON : Pinegrove Productions, 2019. 
Subjects: Endangered species. Nonfiction television programs. Salamanders—Ontario. 
Turtles—Ontario. Wetlands—Ontario. 
Summary: Tabitha chooses turtles and gets the opportunity to assist with a turtle recovery project 
and to learn why so many species of turtles are at risk. Jack reluctantly accepts a snake 
assignment that takes him to a major highway development and bridge in Windsor, Ontario. Not 
seeing any wetlands, he thinks he’s in the wrong place.  The expert shows Jack a major wildlife 
passage under the 6-lane parkway that the developers were required to include in the building of 
the highway. 
 
599.789 V836 
Vitale, Ami 
Panda love : the secret lives of pandas 
London, UK : Hardie Grant Books, 2018. 
Subjects: Giant panda—Conservation—China—Sichuan Sheng. Giant panda—Pictorial works. 
Giant panda—Reintroduction. Rare mammals—China. 
Summary: This book features a collection of adorable, funny and heartwarming photographs of 
beloved giant pandas. 
 
612.662 S849 
Steward, Robyn 
The Autism-friendly guide to periods 
London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2019. 
Subjects: Autistic youth—Life skills guide—Juvenile literature. Menstrual cycle—Juvenile 
literature. Young women with disabilities—Life skills guide—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Promoting the fact that everyone either has periods or knows someone who does, this 
book reduces the anxiety girls face in asking for help. It offers direct advice on what periods look 
and feel like and how to manage hygiene and pain. It also breaks up information using flaps and 
step-by-step photos of how to change pads and tampons, it discusses alternatives to tampons and 
pads, and gives information about possible sensory issues for people with autism. 12-18 years 
old. 
 
616.8588 T354 
Tew, Lisa 
101 positive steps toward employment with autism : social skills for the workplace 
Arlington, TX : Future Horizons, 2019. 
Subjects: Autism. Autistic people—Employment. Autistic youth—Family relationships. Life 
skills—Study and teaching. Social interaction.  
Summary: This book is for parents and professionals who are guiding adolescents and young 
adult children with high functioning autism or Asperger's toward employment and independence. 
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616.85882 G878 
Grossberg, Blythe 
Autism and your teen : tips and strategies for the journey to adulthood 
Washington, DC : American Psychological Association, 2019. 
Subjects: Autism in adolescence. Autism spectrum disorders. Teenagers. 
Summary: If you have a child with an autism spectrum disorder (ASD), your journey together 
through the teenage years to adulthood may be complicated, not to mention confusing, 
rewarding, and financially challenging. This book offers scientifically validated guidance to help 
you raise your tween, teen, or young adult on the autism spectrum. It contains supportive advice 
for finding good medical and psychiatric care, helping your teen learn executive functioning and 
social skills to navigate middle and high school, and talking to your teen about sexual 
development and sexual activity. You will also find helpful resources for college and transition 
programs, as well as ideas for taking care of yourself as you embark on this stage of your 
parenting adventure. 
 
616.85882 H333  
Hartman, Davida  
The growing up guide for girls : what girls on the autism spectrum need to know! 
London, UK : Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2015. 
Subjects: Autistic children—Juvenile literature. Children with autism spectrum disorders—
Juvenile literature. Puberty—Juvenile literature. Teenage girls—Health and hygiene—Juvenile 
literature. 
Summary: The pre-teen and teenage years are a bumpy time when bodies change, emotions are 
high and peers are developing at different paces. Using simple, literal language and colour 
illustrations, this book explains the facts about body changes such as growing hair in new places, 
periods, wearing a bra and keeping spots away. It gives tips on what makes a real friend, what it 
means to have a crush on somebody, and how to stay safe online. Most importantly, it explains 
that every body is beautiful and unique and encourages young girls with autism to celebrate 
difference. 
 
616.85882 W555 
What every autistic girl wishes her parents knew 
United States: Autism Women's Network, 2017. 
Subjects: Autism—Essays. Autism. 
Summary: This is the book that many of us wish our parents would have had access to when we 
were growing up. In this first book release from the Autism Women's Network, the autistic 
contributors write with honesty and generosity about the emotional needs, sensitivity, and 
vibrancy of autistic girls. 
 
616.858832 S598 
Simone, Rudy 
Aspergirls : empowering females with Asperger Syndrome 
London, UK: Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2010. 
Subjects: Asperger's syndrome. Women with mental disabilities—Anecdotes. Women with 
mental disabilities—Life skills guides. 
Summary: Girls with Asperger's Syndrome are less frequently diagnosed than boys, and even 
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once symptoms have been recognized, help is often not readily available. The image of coping 
well presented by AS females can often mask difficulties, deficits, challenges, and loneliness. 
 
629.892023 M862 
Morkes, Andrew 
Robotics developers 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Robotics—Vocational guidance—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Robots are now in wide use in manufacturing, earth and space exploration, farming, 
surgery, laboratory research, and many other areas. It's estimated that there are more than 2.6 
million robots in the world. A career as a robotics developer is the perfect choice for creative 
people who like technology and enjoy a constantly changing and rewarding work environment. 
In this book, you'll learn about career paths for robotics developers, typical education paths, the 
traits you'll need to be successful in the field, methods of exploring the career while in school, 
average salaries, and more. 
 
658.3124 S314  
Schechter, Chen. 
The collective wisdom of practice: leading our professional learning from success 
Thousand Oaks, CA : Corwin, 2020. 
Subjects: Career development. Success in business. 
Summary: This book introduces an assets-based approach to designing and implementing 
professional learning and growth. 
 
658.4092 B862 
Britto, Joe 
The six attributes of a leadership mindset  
Bancyfelin, Wales : Crown House Publishing Limited, 2019. 
Subjects: Leadership—Psychological aspects. Leadership 
Summary: With the help of engaging stories, practical challenges, and an acute sense of humour, 
the author guides you through six key attributes of leadership flexibility of mind, mindfulness, 
resilience, genuine curiosity, creating leaders, and enterprise thinking and explores how you can 
bring them to life both within and beyond the workplace. 
 
658.456 B474 
Bens, Ingrid 
Facilitating with ease! : core skills for facilitators, team leaders and members, managers, 
consultants and trainers. Fourth edition 
Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2018. 
Subjects: Group facilitation. Teams in the workplace. 
Summary: Packed with information, effective practices, and invaluable advice, this book is the 
comprehensive handbook for anyone who believes meetings should be productive, relevant, and 
as short as possible. Dozens of exercises, surveys, and checklists will help transform anyone into 
a skilled facilitator, and clear, actionable guidance makes implementation a breeze. This new 
fourth edition includes a new chapter on questioning, plus new material surrounding diversity, 
globalization, technology, feedback, distance teams, difficult executives, diverse locations, 
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personal growth, meeting management, and much more. With in-depth, expert guidance from 
planning to closing, this book provides facilitators with an invaluable resource for learning or 
training. 
 
741.235 M381 
Martin, Judy. 
The encyclopedia of pastel techniques 
Tunbridge Wells, Kent: Search Press, 2017. 
Subjects: Pastel drawing—Technique. 
Summary: This book is a unique visual directory of pastel painting techniques, with guidance on 
how to use them. 
 
791.43 B282 
Barsam, Richard; Monahan, Dave  
Looking at movies : an introduction to film. Sixth edition 
New York, NY: W.W. Norton & Company, 2019. 
Subjects: Cinematography—Textbooks. Cinematography. Motion picture—Textbooks. Motion 
pictures. 
Summary: This resource discusses the fundamentals of film including film genres, film history, 
cinematography, acting, editing and the relationships between film and culture. To illustrate the 
concepts, the book uses films students are likely to be familiar with as examples, such as the Star 
Wars series and Jaws. The digital access code includes ebook, InQuizitive, video tutorials, 
interactives, short Films, and animations. 
 
794.81525 M862 
Morkes, Andrew 
Computer game and app developers 
Broomall, PA : Mason Crest, 2020. 
Subjects: Application software—Development—Vocational guidance—Juvenile literature. 
Computer games—Programming—Vocational guidance—Juvenile literature. Computer 
programmers—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: A career as a computer game and app developer is the perfect choice for those who 
like technology, are creative, and enjoy a constantly changing and rewarding work environment. 
In this book, you'll learn about types of computer games and apps, how games are designed, 
typical education paths, the traits you'll need to be successful in the field, and more. 
 
796 H918 
The sports rules book. Fourth edition 
Champaign, IL : Human Kinetics, 2019. 
Subjects: Sports—Rules. 
Summary: This book discusses essential rules, terms, and procedures for 64 sports. 
Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019). 
 
796.08997 W295 
Warrior games. Arctic games, part I [DVD] 
Orangeville, ON: McIntyre Media Inc., 2014. 
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Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Inuit—Canada—
Games. Nonfiction films. 
Summary: The Inuit have developed very specific skills to survive in their harsh landscape. 
Games like the Two Foot High Kick, the Alaskan High Kick, the Kneel Jump, the Airplane, the 
Knuckle Hop and the Sledge Hop test the principles behind these survival skills. These games 
are incredibly hard to perform well and they are vital to the health and vitality of the youth who 
traditionally live above the tree line. 
Notes:  Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019). 
 
796.08997 W295 
Warrior games. Arctic games, part II [DVD] 
Orangeville, ON : McIntyre Media Inc., 2014. 
Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Inuit—Canada—
Games. Nonfiction films. 
Summary: Host Steve Sxwithul'txw learns how to play these traditional games and finds that they 
may seem easy, but it takes years to become an expert at them. As usual, Steve gives his all and 
is mostly outperformed by the youth of the community who take great delight in teaching him 
the finer points of the games.  
Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019). 
 
796.08997 W295 
Warrior games. Hoop dancing [DVD] 
Orangeville, ON : McIntyre Media Inc., 2014. 
Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Indians of North 
America—Sports—Canada. Nonfiction films. 
Summary: Host Steve Sxwithul'txw tries hoop dancing – a sport that requires dexterity, balance, 
rhythm and endurance. Champion Gary Abbott and his son show Steve, hoop by hoop, how to 
build a complex dance routine that not only requires precision, but has to tell a story as well. 
 
796.08997 W295 
Warrior games. Longball [DVD] 
Orangeville, ON : McIntyre Media Inc., 2014.. 
Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Indians of North 
America—Sports—Canada. Nonfiction films. 
Summary: Host Steve Sxwithul'txw takes on the game of longball, an ancient game that many 
thought would never be played again. The rules and the only surviving bat were rediscovered in 
the archives of the Woodland Cultural Centre and is now enjoying a new life thanks to the kids 
of Six Nations. 
Notes: Physical education 20 (2019). Physical education 30 (2019). 
 
796.08997 W295 
Warrior games. Métis games [DVD] 
Orangeville, ON : McIntyre Media Inc., 2014. 
Subjects: Educational films. Indians of North America—Games—Canada. Métis—Games—
Canada. Nonfiction films. 
Summary: Host Steve Sxwithul'txw takes on many tough challenges when he visits the Métis 
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Voyageur Games in Ontario, an event that recreates the difficult travels of the early voyageurs. 
Steve shows his strength in log lifting and sack carrying events, and his hunting ability is put to 
the test with hatchet throwing. Scotty Francis, a veteran Métis competitor, helps Steve hone his 
skills. 
 
808.020712 G852 
Griffin, Martin; Mayhew, Jon 
Storycraft : how to teach narrative writing 
Carmarthen, Wales, UK: Crown House Publishing, 2019. 
Subjects: Creative writing (Secondary education). 
Summary: This book offers expert guidance relating to idea generation and the nature of story 
and provides off-the-peg writing prompts that teachers can immediately adopt and adapt in the 
classroom. It breaks down the simple components that must be in place for a narrative to work 
the crafting of character, setting, shape and structure. Fifty-one stimulating activities are included 
that will get students writing narratives regularly, more creatively and with greater confidence. 
 
808.0420712 B821 
Brandt, Martin 
Between the commas : sentence instruction that builds confident writers (and writing 
teachers)  
Portsmouth, NH : Heinemann, 2020. 
Subjects: English language—Composition and exercises—Study and teaching (Secondary). 
English language—Sentences—Study and teaching (Secondary). 
Summary: To improve his students' writing, the author returns to neglected research in sentence 
instruction to teach the possibilities of sentences explicitly: how various moves affect sentences 
and how sentences build on each other. 
 
808.899283 W537 
Westphal, Laurie E. 
Differentiating instruction with menus. Literature, grades 9-12  
Waco, TX : Prufrock Press Inc., 2019. 
Subjects: Inclusive education. Individualized instruction. Literature—Study and teaching 
(Secondary). Mixed ability grouping in education. 
  
810.804325371 
Cariou, Warren (Ed.) 
Impact: colonialism in Canada 
Winnipeg, MB : Manitoba First Nations Education Resource Centre, 2017. 
Subjects: Canada—Colonialism—Literary collections. Canadian literature (English)—21st 
century. Canadian literature (English)—Indian authors. Colonization in literature. Imperialism in 
literature. Indigenous peoples in Canada. 
Summary: This book is a collection of fiction, poetry, essays and creative non-fiction by over 20 
Indigenous Canadians, focusing on the effects of colonialism in Canada from both historical and 
contemporary perspectives.  
Contents: Titles: Super Indians / Richard van Camp — A prayer for sabe / Rosanna Deerchild — 
Ripples of spring raindrops / Herman J. Michell — An Indigenous mother's theriac / Donna 
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Beyer — Hands ; Bad words / Tabitha Martens — The great undoing / Helen Knott — Ancestors 
; Medicine woman / Darla Contois — Rabbits / Dallas Hunt — Embers / Gwen Benaway — 
How to flag a cab ; A storm day / Danielle Marie Bitz — Indian giving ; War will not rest ; What 
does the turtle sing? / David Groulx — Knowledge is power / Lance Guilbault — Last syllables / 
Molly Billows — Baagak / Jason Bone — Slam poem / Lana Whiskeyjack — From salt water 
people / Karen White — Rose ; Tonight / Lisa Bird-Wilson — Dreams / Jana-Rae Yerxa — A 
house shared by bees ; The red paper house ; The queer house 1 ; The queer house 2 ; The house 
filled with buckshot / Sharron Proulx-Turner — Noble savage ; Eiganwedaang Nibi / Lynne 
Marie Sherry — The broken circle / Gina Peters — Undercover / Waubgeshig Rice — 
Aboriginal all-girl's chorus ; Amber Tuccaro's last phone call ; On the decolonization of my 
heart ; Villanelle for caribou / Shannon Webb-Campbell — Wild flowers / Kerissa Dickie — 
Proclamation ; Human dynamic activity ; Red Earth white lies / Janet Rogers — Speaking in 
tongues / Don Robertson — Koohkoum's story / Beatrice Mosionier. 
 
813.6 E78 
Essa, Huda 
Common threads : Adam’s day at the market 
Ann Arbor, MI: Sleeping Bear Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Clothing and dress—Juvenile fiction. Lost children—Juvenile fiction. Markets—
Juvenile fiction. Multiculturalism—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: When young Adam is separated from his parents in a bustling market, he finds many 
diverse people in similar clothing who kindly help him search for them. 
 
813.6 M221 
Maillard, Kevin Noble 
Fry bread : a Native American family story 
New York, NY: Roaring Brook Press, 2019. 
Subjects: Cooking (Bread)—Juvenile fiction. Families—Juvenile fiction. Fry bread—Juvenile 
fiction. Indigenous peoples in North America. 
Summary: Using illustrations that show the diversity in Native America and spare poetic text that 
emphasizes fry bread in terms of provenance, this volume tells the story of a post-colonial food 
that is a shared tradition for Native American families all across the North American continent. It 
includes a recipe and an extensive author note that delves into the social ways, foodways, and 
politics of America's 573 recognized tribes. 
 
813.6 U56 
Underwood, Deborah 
The panda problem 
New York, NY: Dial Books for Young Readers, 2019. 
Subjects: Humorous stories. Pandas—Juvenile fiction. Storytelling—Juvenile fiction. 
Summary: A narrator's story is disrupted by the main character (Panda) who refuses to play the 
part. 
 
971.00497 F996 
Future history. Season 2, episode 10. Renew [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios 2019. 
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Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris meets with Alexandra Kahsenni:io Nahwegahbow, the first ever Associate 
Curator of Historical Indigenous Art at the National Gallery of Canada in Ottawa. Sarain does a 
radio interview with Author/Journalist and CBC radio host Waubgeshig Rice and joins him for a 
book reading of his new novel “Moon of the Crusted Snow” at Laurentian University. Kris and 
Sarain visit Tumikuluit Saipaaqivik, Iqaluit’s first Inuktitut Daycare, and talk with Executive 
Director Celina Kalluk who is empowering the next generation of Inuktitut speakers. 
 
971.00497 F996 
Future history. Season 2, episode 11. Restore [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris gets a personal tour by brother/sister scholars Jade and Mitch Huguenin who are 
largely responsible for the inclusion of Métis history and knowledge in the historical site of 
Discovery Harbour in Penetanguishene. Sarain gets her groove on in the home recording studio 
of award-winning Anishnaabe family band Digging Roots and discusses their land-based 
approach to music composition. Kris and Sarain download the Anishnaabemowin app 
“Challenge4Change” and talk with Chief of Wiikwemkoong, Anishnaabemowin Speaker and 
Language Advocate Duke Peltier about the communal creation of a digital language portal that 
will support future learners of Anishnabemowin. 
 
971.00497 F996 
Future history. Season 2, episode 12. Replenish [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris walks through the Sheguiandah Quarry on Manitoulin Island, an unmarked 
prehistoric site that proves Indigenous settlement since the Ice Age. Sarain visits with 
Anishnaabe Singer/Drummer/Teacher Tasheena Sarazin who creates safe places for women 
around the drum, on the pow wow trail, and in their own families and communities. Kris and 
Sarain get a glimpse into the food sustainability programs created by Enaadmaagehjik: 
Wikwemikong Development Commission on Manitoulin Island. 
 
971.00497 F996 
Future history. Season 2, episode 4. Reimagine [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris takes part in a Wampum Belt & Treaty Teaching Workshop with Artist Brenda 
Lee and Journalist/Educator Maurice Switzer in North Bay. Sarain discusses reclaiming the 
agency of representation with Artists/Youth Arts Activists Chief Lady Bird and Aura Last in 
Toronto. Kris and Sarain meet with Anishnaabe PhD Candidate for Social-Ecological 
Sustainability Melanie Goodchild who brings Indigenous Knowledge to the most cutting-edge 
applications in Social Science, Technology and Research. 
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971.00497 F996 
Future history. Season 2, episode 5. Reframe [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris joins Brandon Oolayou, Inuk from Frobisher Bay, on a seal hunt and Nellie 
Kusugak, Commissioner of Nunavut, shares what life is like in Nunavut. Sarain discusses issues 
of suicide in the North with Inuk Workshop Facilitator Adam Akpik of Embrace Life Council, an 
organization focusing on suicide prevention, intervention and post-intervention for Inuit youth in 
Iqaluit. Kris and Sarain explore the high frequency, high-tech world of Digital Media Warrior 
and Knowledge Transmitter Selena Mills in her Barrie home.  
 
971.00497 F996 
Future history. Season 2, episode 6. Revitalize [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris sits with Elder Advocate Meeka Mike and learns about her fight to protect 
Qaujimajatuqangit (Inuit Knowledge.) Sarain throws herself into an improvisation game with 
theatre students at Debajehmujig Creation Centre on Manitoulin Island, a training school and 
touring company who are Indigenizing the theatre creation process. Kris and Sarain meet 
Anishnaabe LED Hoopdancer and MMIW Advocate Theland Kicknosway and get a glimpse into 
his life as performer, activist, knowledge keeper and high school student. 
 
971.00497 F996 
Future history. Season 2, episode 7. Reclaim [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris gets a personal tour from Park Manager Jeff Monague, who takes Kris on a 
survival skills walk in Springwater Park near Barrie, Ontario. Our team joins Sarain on her tour 
of Fatty Legs, a choral performance about Residential School that she co-created with Xara 
Choral Theatre. Kris and Sarain are invited into the jewelry workshop of Metal Artist, Sculptor 
and Educator Mathew Nuqingaq, owner of Aayuraa Studio in Iqaluit. 
 
971.00497 F996 
Future history. Season 2, episode 8. Recover [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris visits the Haudenosaunee Longhouses in the interactive museum of Ska-nah-doht 
Village in the Lower Thames Valley. Sarain tackles the famous Cup and Saucer Trail on 
Manitoulin Island as part of the Great Spirit Circle Trail, a tour guide company that is reframing 
the way tourists experience the land. Kris and Sarain lose themselves in the world of Virtual 
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Reality with Haudenosaunee Software Developer Monica Peters, who gives them head-mounted 
displays and takes them on a journey into Endangered Languages.  
 
971.00497 F996  
Future history. Season 2, episode 9. Redefine [DVD] 
Place of publication: Redcloud Studios, 2019. 
Subjects: Educational television programs. Indigenous Peoples in Canada. Nonfiction television 
programs. 
Summary: Kris learns about the ancient practice of pictographs from Artist, Activist and 
Anishnaabe Knowledge Keeper Isaac Murdoch. Sarain goes to North Bay and visits with 
K’Tigaaning Midwives who are Indigenizing childbirth and the Western practice of prenatal 
care. Kris and Sarain join award-winning writer and podcaster Ryan McMahon in studio and 
learn about the power of digital storytelling. 
 
FR 152.4 N712 
Nilsen, Genevieve 
La tristesse 
Collingwood, ON : Saunders Book Company, 2020. 
Subjects: French language materials. Sadness—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Traduction de: Sad. 
 
FR 152.42 N712 
Nilsen, Genevieve 
La joie 
Collingwood, ON : Saunders Book Company, 2020. 
Subjects: French language materials. Happiness—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Traduction de: Happy. 
 
FR 152.46 N712 
Nilsen, Genevieve 
La peur 
Collingwood, ON : Saunders Book Company, 2020. 
Subjects: Fear—Juvenile literature. French language materials. 
Summary: Traduction de: Afraid. 
 
FR 152.47 N712 
Nilsen, Genevieve 
La colère 
Collingwood, ON : Saunders Book Company, 2020. 
Subjects: Anger—Juvenile literature. French language materials. 
Summary: Traduction de: Angry. 
 
FR 153.752 K33 
Kenan, Tessa 
À l'intérieur et à l'extérieur 
Collingwood, ON : Saunders Book Company, 2020. 
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Subjects: Orientation—Juvenile literature. Polarity—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Traduction de: In and out. 
 
FR 153.752 K33 
Kenan, Tessa 
Devant et derrière 
Collingwood, ON : Saunders Book Company, 2020. 
Subjects: French language materials. Orientation—Juvenile literature. Polarity—Juvenile 
literature. Space perception—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Traduction de: Behind and in front. 
 
FR 153.752 K33 
Kenan, Tessa 
Près et loin 
Collingwood, ON : Saunders Book Company, 2020. 
Subjects: French language materials. Orientation—Juvenile literature. Polarity—Juvenile 
literature. Space perception—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Traduction de: Near and far. 
 
FR 153.752 K33 
Kenan, Tessa 
Sur et sous 
Collingwood, ON : Saunders Book Company, 2020. 
Subjects: French language materials. Orientation—Juvenile literature. Polarity—Juvenile 
literature. Space perception—Juvenile literature. 
Summary: Traduction de: Over and under. 
 
FR 370.154 G918 
Guay, Frédéric; Marcaoux, Marie-Michelle 
L'approche CASIS en écriture : cinq pratiques pédagogiques pour favoriser la motivation 
des élèves  
Montréal, QC : Chenelière Éducation, 2020.  
Subjects : Child psychology. French language materials. French language—Composition and 
exercises—Study and teaching. Motivation in education. Success in children. 
Summary : Documents reproductibles offerts sur la plateforme i+ Interactif. 
 
FR 371.1023 B828 
Breault, Jennyfer  
La relation d'attachement en classe : 40 interventions pour créer des liens harmonieux et 
sécurisants avec les élèves 
Montréal, QC : Chenelière Éducation, 2020.  
Subjects : Attachment behavior in children. French language materials. Teacher-student 
relationships.  
 
FR 371.1024 B623 
Bissonnette, Steve; Gauthier, Clermont 
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L'enseignement explicite des comportements : pour une gestion efficace des élèves en classe 
et dans l'école 
Montréal, QC : Chenelière Éducation, 2017.  
Subjects : Classroom management. Direct instruction. French language materials. 
Summary : Cette ressource didactique offre à l’enseignant, à la direction d’école et aux autres 
spécialistes en éducation des méthodes pour augmenter une gestion efficace des apprenants à 
l’école. La ressource décrit des interventions préventives et correctives pour améliorer les 
comportements. 
Notes : Pour toutes les matières (Programmes fransaskois). 
 
FR 371.3 L649 
Létourneau, Andrée-Anne 
1001 occasions d'apprentissage : concevoir, organiser et animer des activités éducatives 
Montréal, QC : Pearson/ERPI, 2020. 
Subjects : Activity programs in education. Education—Activity programs. Effective teaching. 
French language materials.  
 
FR 372.7 S635 
Small, Marian; Tackaberry, Ryan 
Questions ouvertes pour des leçons enrichissantes de mathématiques. 4e-6e année, la forme 
et l'espace 
Toronto, ON: Rubicon, 2019. 
Subjects : French language materials. Mathematics—Study and teaching (Elementary). 
Teaching—Aids and devices. 
Summary : Les ressources de cette série proposent des questions ouvertes qui répondent aux trois 
parties de la leçon sur la résolution de problèmes : la mise en situation, l’exploration et la 
consolidation. Ces questions peuvent être utilisées pour discuter des concepts mathématiques, 
pour mettre en pratique des concepts et des compétences, pour créer des défis supplémentaires 
ou pour servir de modèles pour développer ses propres questions ouvertes. Chaque livre de la 
série se concentre sur un volet spécifique: Domaine du nombre, Les régularités et les relations/La 
statistiques et probabilité, ou La forme et l’espace. Cette série est recommandée comme 
ressource clé professionnelle.  
Notes : Mathématiques 4 - IF. Mathématiques 5 - IF. Mathématiques 6 - IF. 
 
FR 372.7 S635 
Small, Marian; Tackaberry, Ryan 
Questions ouvertes pour des leçons enrichissantes de mathématiques. Mat.-3, la forme et 
l'espace 
Toronto, ON: Rubicon, 2019. 
Subjects: French language materials. Mathematics—Study and teaching (Elementary). 
Mathematics—Study and teaching (Primary). 
Summary: Les ressources de cette série proposent des questions ouvertes qui répondent aux trois 
parties de la leçon sur la résolution de problèmes : la mise en situation, l’exploration et la 
consolidation. Ces questions peuvent être utilisées pour discuter des concepts mathématiques, 
pour mettre en pratique des concepts et des compétences, pour créer des défis supplémentaires 
ou pour servir de modèles pour développer ses propres questions ouvertes. Chaque livre de la 
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série se concentre sur un volet spécifique: Domaine du nombre, Les régularités et les relations/La 
statistiques et probabilité, ou La forme et l’espace. Cette série est recommandée comme 
ressource clé professionnelle.- 
Notes : Programme d’études interdisciplinaire M (2015) - I. Programme d’études 
interdisciplinaire 1 (2015) - I. Programme d’études interdisciplinaire 2 (2015) - I. Mathématiques 
1 - F. Mathématiques 2 - F. Mathématiques 3 - IF. 
 
FR 372.7 S635 
Small, Marian; Tackaberry, Ryan 
Questions ouvertes pour des leçons enrichissantes de mathématiques. Niveaux scolaires 4e-
6e, domaine de nombre 
Toronto, ON: Rubicon, 2019. 
Subjects : French language materials. Mathematics—Study and teaching (Elementary). 
Teaching—Aids and devices. 
Summary : Les ressources de cette série proposent des questions ouvertes qui répondent aux trois 
parties de la leçon sur la résolution de problèmes : la mise en situation, l’exploration et la 
consolidation. Ces questions peuvent être utilisées pour discuter des concepts mathématiques, 
pour mettre en pratique des concepts et des compétences, pour créer des défis supplémentaires 
ou pour servir de modèles pour développer ses propres questions ouvertes. Chaque livre de la 
série se concentre sur un volet spécifique: Domaine du nombre, Les régularités et les relations/La 
statistiques et probabilité, ou La forme et l’espace. Cette série est recommandée comme 
ressource clé professionnelle. 
Notes : Mathématiques 4 - IF. Mathématiques 5 - IF. Mathématiques 6 - IF. 
 
FR 372.7 S635 
Small, Marian; Tackaberry, Ryan 
Questions ouvertes pour des leçons enrichissantes de mathématiques. Niveaux scolaires 4e-
6e, les régularités et les relations, la statistique et la probabilité 
Toronto, ON : Rubicon, 2019. 
Subjects : French language materials. Mathematics—Study and teaching (Elementary) 
Summary : Les ressources de cette série proposent des questions ouvertes qui répondent aux trois 
parties de la leçon sur la résolution de problèmes : la mise en situation, l’exploration et la 
consolidation. Ces questions peuvent être utilisées pour discuter des concepts mathématiques, 
pour mettre en pratique des concepts et des compétences, pour créer des défis supplémentaires 
ou pour servir de modèles pour développer ses propres questions ouvertes. Chaque livre de la 
série se concentre sur un volet spécifique: Domaine du nombre, Les régularités et les relations/La 
statistiques et probabilité, ou La forme et l’espace. 
 
FR 372.7 S635  
Small, Marian; Tackaberry, Ryan 
Questions ouvertes pour des leçons enrichissantes de mathématiques. Niveaux scolaires 7e-
9e, les régularités et les relations, la statistique et la probabilité 
Toronto, ON : Rubicon, 2019. 
Subjects : French language materials. Mathematics—Study and teaching (Middle school). 
Summary : Les ressources de cette série proposent des questions ouvertes qui répondent aux trois 
parties de la leçon sur la résolution de problèmes : la mise en situation, l’exploration et la 
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consolidation. Ces questions peuvent être utilisées pour discuter des concepts mathématiques, 
pour mettre en pratique des concepts et des compétences, pour créer des défis supplémentaires 
ou pour servir de modèles pour développer ses propres questions ouvertes. Chaque livre de la 
série se concentre sur un volet spécifique: Domaine du nombre, Les régularités et les relations/La 
statistiques et probabilité, ou La forme et l’espace. 
 
FR 448.6 O28 
Odyssée, 11e année : français cours précollégial. Édition révisée 
Ottawa, ON : Centre franco-ontarien de ressources pédagogiques, 2010. 
Subjects : French language materials. French language—Composition and exercises— Study 
and teaching (Secondary). French language—Problems, exercises, etc. Reading (Secondary). 
Notes : Français fransaskois A10 (2018). Français fransaskois B10 (2018). 
 
FR 448.6 O28 
Odyssée, 11e année. Guide pédagogique : français cours précollégial. Édition révisée 
Ottawa, ON : Centre franco-ontarien de ressources pédagogiques, 2010. 
Subjects : French language materials. French language—Composition and exercises—Study and 
teaching (Secondary). French language—Problems, exercises, etc. Reading (Secondary). 
Teaching—Aids and devices.  
Notes : Français fransaskois A10 (2018). rançais fransaskois B10 (2018). 
 
FR 448.6 R642 
Robert, Pauline  
Guillemets. 4e année, cahier d'activités. Corrigé : écriture. 3e édition 
Montréal, QC: Pearson, 2014. 
Subjects: French language materials. French language—Composition and exercises. French 
language—Grammar—Problems, exercises, etc. Teaching—Aids and devices. 
Summary: Cette ressource est le corrigé du cahier du même titre qui traite de la composante 
écriture et qui intègre également la lecture. Le format du corrigé est identique au cahier et les 
éléments corrigés sont en rouge, ce qui les rend encore plus visibles. De plus, quelques conseils 
didactiques sont suggérés aux enseignants afin de rendre plus efficace la correction des travaux 
effectués. 
Notes : Français langue première 4 - F. Français langue première 5 - F. 
 
FR 500 B665 
Bocknek, Jonathan; Burnell, Jennifer 
Sciences 8, Terre-Neuve-et-Labrador 
Montréal, QC : Chenelière/McGraw-Hill, 2009. 
Subjects : French language materials. Science—Study and teaching (Middle school). Science—
Textbooks. 
Summary: Traduction de: Discovering science 8. 
 
FR 500 S416 
Hammill, Chuck 
Sciences et technologie perspectives 8e année, unité A. Les systèmes en action 
Montréal, QC : Duval, 2010. 
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Subjects : Force and energy. French language materials. Science—Study and teaching (Middle 
school). 
Summary : Traduction de: Nelson science and technology perspectives 8.  
 
FR 500 S416 
Paré, Dennis 
Sciences et technologie perspectives 8e année, unité B. La cellule 
Montréal, QC : Duval, 2010. 
Subjects : Cells. French language materials. Science—Study and teaching (Middle school). 
Summary : Traduction de: Nelson science and technology perspectives 8. 
 
FR 500 S416 
Hammill, Chuck 
Sciences et technologie perspectives 8e année, unité C. Les fluides 
Montréal, QC : Duval, 2010. 
Subjects : Fluids. French language materials. Science—Study and teaching (Middle school) 
Summary : Traduction de: Nelson science and technology perspectives 8. 
 
FR 500 S416 
Gibb, Ted 
Sciences et technologie perspectives 8e année, unité D. Les systèmes hydrographiques 
Montréal, QC : Duval, 2010. 
Subjects : French language materials. Science—Study and teaching (Middle school). Water 
systems. 
Summary : Traduction de: Nelson science and technology perspectives 8. 
 
FR 613.71 C527 
Chevalier, Richard 
À vos marques, prêts, santé!. L'essentiel : activité physique et habitudes de vie 
Montréal, QC : Pearson/ERPI, 2016. 
Subjects : Exercise for youth. Exercise therapy. French language materials. Health education. 
Physical fitness—Study and teaching. 
 
FR 791.4372 B144 
Bag of marbles, A [DVD] 
Warren, NJ : Passion River Films, 2018. 
Subjects: Feature film. French language materials. Holocaust, Jewish (1939-1945)—France—
Drama. Jewish children in the Holocaust—France—Drama. Joffo, Joseph—Drama. Joffo, 
Maurice—Drama. Melodramas (Motion pictures). War films. 
Summary: This DVD explores the travels of two Jewish boys in occupied France who attempt to 
escape to the free zone. 
 
 FR 843.6 B743  
Bosman, Julie  
M'étendre sur l'asphalte 
Montréal : Leméac, 2018.  
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Subjects : Coming of age—Fiction. Death—Fiction. French language materials. Friendship—
Fiction. Grief—Fiction. Young adult fiction. 
Summary : L’intrigue de ce roman est centrée sur une fille québécoise, âgée de 12 ans, durant les 
années 1980. C’est écrit dans un style de journal intime. La jeune protagoniste éprouve un grand 
chagrin suite à la mort tragique d’un ami, les chicanes entre amies et parents, la transition à 
l'école secondaire et sa première peine d'amour. 
Notes : Français en immersion 7 - I. Français en immersion 8 - I. Français en immersion 9 - I. 
 
FR 843.6 M354 
Marois, André 
À une minute près : roman 
Montréal, QC : Leméac jeunesse, 2019.  
Subjects : Choice (Psychology)—Fiction. Cousins—Fiction. Family—Fiction. French language 
materials. Theater—Fiction. Time—Fiction. Villages—Fiction. Young adult fiction. 
Summary : Dans ce roman, Lucien, quatorze ans, passe le mois de juillet à la campagne chez sa 
cousine. Il se voit confier un rôle important dans le spectacle du village. Une animosité s’installe 
entre lui et l’ainé du groupe, jusqu’à ce que survienne l’irréparable. Cependant, les gens du 
village sont dotés d’un don auquel ils peuvent recourir une fois dans leur vie, celui d’effacer la 
minute qui vient de s’écouler. 
Notes : Français immersion 20 (2018). 
 
FR 843.6 N768 
Noël, Michel  
Miguetsh! : portrait d'un passeur d'histoires 
Saint-Lambert, Québec : Dominique et compagnie, 2014. 
Subjects : Algonquin Indians—Juvenile fiction. French language materials. Indians of North 
America—Mixed descent—History—Juvenile fiction. Indians of North America—Mixed 
descent—Juvenile fiction. Peuples autochtones au Canada. 
Summary : Dans ce roman, Pien est élevé dans la tradition de l’Anishnabé par son père et ses 
grands-parents paternels. Son grand-père lui apprend tout : art de la chasse, chansons, légendes, 
prières et vision du monde. Quand l’ancêtre meurt, le territoire de chasse est envahi par des 
compagnies forestières, l’adolescent décide d’aller à l’école, dans le Sud, pour se donner les 
moyens de mieux défendre son peuple. L'auteur est lui-même Métis et a vécu la plupart de sa vie 
en forêt, loin des Blancs, à apprendre la vie traditionnelle de son peuple. Il partage donc son 
héritage à travers son roman. 
Notes : Français en immersion 8 - I. Français en immersion 9 - I. Français immersion 10 (2018). 
 
FR 843.6 R888 
Roy-Element, Caroline; Cinq-Mars, Mathilde 
Le dernier mot  
Montréal, QC : Mécanique générale, 2017. 
Subjects : Families—Fiction. French language materials. Grandparent and child—Fiction. 
Illiterate persons—Fiction. Young adult fiction. 
Summary : Cette ressource présente un texte narratif illustré en style de journal personnel. 
Pendant une célébration familiale pour le 82e anniversaire de naissance d’un père et grand-père 
d’une grande famille, les réactions de certains membres de famille sont divulguées lorsqu’ils 
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apprennent que celui-ci est analphabète. La stupéfaction et l’embarras ressenti par certains font 
place aux sentiments d’amour, d'amitié, de fierté, de courage et de dignité. 
Notes : Français immersion 10 (2018). Français immersion 20 (2018).  
 
FR 843.6 T933 
Turcot, Laurent 
L'homme de l'ombre. 1, Québec, 1770 : roman historique 
Montréal, QC : Hurtubise, 2018. 
Subjects : Conspiracy—Fiction. French language materials. Murder— Investigations—Fiction. 
Québec (Province)—History—1763-1791—Fiction. Veterans—Fiction. Young adult fiction. 
Summary : Dans ce roman, un soldat français est un des premiers à trouver le corps d’un être 
alors on le soupçonne d’un meurtre. En essayant de résoudre ce crime, il s'emmêle dans des 
situations dangereuses car ils se trouvent chassés, battus, accusés et emprisonnés. 
Notes : Français immersion 30 (2018). 
 
FR 843.6 V258 
Vanier, Lyne 
À deux pas de l'abîme 
Rosemère, Québec : Éditions Pierre Tisseyre, 2019. 
Subjects : Cyberbullying—Fiction. French language materials. Rape—Fiction. Suicide—
Fiction. Young adult fiction.  
Summary : Tout en abordant les thèmes du harcèlement, du viol et du suicide sans être trop 
explicite, ce roman se concentre davantage sur les effets d'un acte traumatique dans la vie de 
trois personnages. Malgré leurs expériences troublantes, les personnages se rencontrent sur la 
voie de la guérison et de l’espoir. 
Notes : Français immersion 30 (2018). 
 
FR 971 S662 
Smith, Tom 
Célébrons le Canada : des gens 
Montréal, QC : Chenelière Éducation, 2008. 
Subjects : Canada—Study and teaching (Elementary). French language materials. 
Summary: Traduction de: Many voices : celebrating Canada : the people 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


